coat, the blood groups,1-2 abnormalities in the skeletal and cranial bones, etc. To substantiate this point the blood-cell formulae of standard varieties of rabbits were studied. In this study there were 146 adult male rabbits from 8 standard breeds, distributed as follows: 24 Havana, 19 Himalayan, 14 Belgian, 24 English, 16 Polish, 18 Dutch, 18 Beveren and 13 Rex animals. These breeds have been propagated in pure line in this laboratory from 3 to 8 years. The animals used were comparable as to age (average age 8.1 months) and physical condition and were examined in large groups diversified as to breed. Uniform diet and housing conditions were maintained. An average of 3.3 hematological observations were made on each individual rabbit distributed over a period of 2.1 weeks, including 4.0 red cell, platelet and hemoglobin estimations, 5.4 total and 6.3 differential white cell counts. The mean blood level for each cytological factor was computed. A statistical analysis of the material revealed that the blood cytology of individuals of the same breed was more alike than the blood cytology of individuals of different breeds. It was apparent that characteristic and typical blood formulae existed for each variety of standard breed rabbits studied and that the standard breeds in our laboratory could be identified on this basis. The chances of this being due to a random association of circumstances are remote, since for 11 of 14 blood factors the variance between breeds was significantly greater than the variance within breeds. (Red blood cells, \( z = 0.92, P = 0.01 \); hemoglobin, \( z = 0.95, P = 0.01 \); platelets, \( z = 0.70, P = 0.05 \); white blood cells, \( z = 0.74, P = 0.05 \); neutrophiles per cemm., \( z = 0.10 \); basophiles per cemm., \( z = 1.06, P = 0.01 \); eosinophiles per cemm., \( z = 0.61, P = 0.05 \); lymphocytes per cemm., \( z = 1.17, P = 0.01 \); monocytes per cemm., \( z = 0.34 \); neutrophiles in per cent., \( z = 0.88, P = 0.01 \); basophiles in per cent., \( z = 1.12, P = 0.01 \); eosinophiles in per cent., \( z = 0.67, P = 0.05 \); lymphocytes in per cent., \( z = 1.07, P = 0.01 \); monocytes in per cent., \( z = 0.07 \).) The most striking variations between the eight breeds were in the values for the basophiles, lymphocytes, red blood cells and the hemoglobin. It is interesting and perhaps significant that this should be the case, since these latter factors were found to be reliable indices of the natural resistance of rabbits to inoculation with a transmissible malignant tumor or with the spirochete of syphilis. The lymphocytes were found to vary from a level of 3,780 per cemm. for the Polish breed to levels of 1,810 and 2,030 per cemm. for the English and Havana; the basophiles from 680 to 690 per cemm. in the Belgian


and Beveren to 320 and 360 per cemm. for the Polish, Havana and Dutch; the red blood cells from 5,730,000 per cemm. in the Havana to 4,870,000 in the Rex; and the hemoglobin from 73.4 per cent. and 73.9 per cent. in the Havana and Polish to 68.1 per cent. in the English and Beveren and 63.6 per cent. in the Rex. In contrast to this wide variation, no significant differences between the breeds were found for the neutrophiles per cemm. or for the monocytes, either per cemm. or in per cent. The Belgian, English, Polish, Beveren and Rex breeds had mean neutrophile levels of 3,760, 3,720, 3,750, 3,740 and 3,770 per cemm., respectively. Not only were typical blood formulae found for each breed, but closely related breeds, such as the Belgians and the English, and the Havana and the Dutch had similar blood formulae, and relatively unrelated breeds had widely different blood formulae. In addition, if the breeds were grouped according to weight, that is, heavy and light, their respective blood formulae were likewise grouped, the heavier breeds having significantly higher total white blood cells and higher basophiles and monocytes per cemm. and in per cent., and significantly lower hemoglobin and red blood cells than the smaller and lighter breeds. The animals of some breeds were entirely uniform for certain blood cell factors, while the animals of other breeds were heterogeneous for the same factors. In breeds where heterogeneity existed for a given factor the animals in which the factor was high were more closely related than those animals in which the factor was low and vice versa. It was concluded, therefore, that the differences in the blood formulae among normal rabbits are largely inherited differences and studies on the transmission of such characters are now being made.
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is our GOAL
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Columbia Paraffin Oven

A safe, efficient, simple and inexpensive paraffin oven for individual or small class use, admirably adapted to supply all the necessary conditions for infiltration, embedding, spreading and drying. It was designed by Dr. C. E. Tharaldsen, of Northwestern University, to overcome the shortcomings of existing paraffin ovens for individual or student use.

It is compact, portable and foolproof from the standpoint of breakage or fire. It is sufficiently inexpensive so that an institution can afford to place one on each desk and it may be used with equal efficiency for both fine cytological and larger histological objects and for plant or animal tissue. It combines in one piece of apparatus an infiltration and embedding oven, a section spreader, and slide drier.

That the Columbia Oven has fulfilled the rigid demands of tests placed on it is vouched for by the fact that it has been installed in such institutions as Columbia University, Northwestern University, Geneva College, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, University of Michigan, Bates College, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, etc., etc.

It is heated by two carbon lamps with temperature controlled by the use of Dima-lite sockets and adjustable ventilator in rear. Paraffin compartments and pipettes are maintained at a uniform temperature at all times. The Oven is made of heavy sheet metal with green lacquer finish* and furnished on heavy wooden base, complete with cord and plug for attachment to light socket.

13632—PARAFFIN OVEN—Columbia.
As described above, for 110 volts, A. C. or D. C. .................................................. $20.00

13637—PARAFFIN OVEN—Columbia.
As described above, but for 220 volts, A. C. or D. C. .................................................. $22.00

* If so desired and at additional cost, the Columbia Paraffin Oven can be supplied made entirely from copper if ordered in quantity.

WILL CORPORATION
LABORATORY APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS FOR
CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, METALLURGICAL AND CLINICAL LABORATORIES
ROCHESTER, N. Y.